Desi Side

Youth: You cannot accuse third world men of being sexist when sexism itself is a Western concept!

Desi: Listen to you now!

Youth: We can’t force our values on them! You can’t ignore the cultural specifics.

Desi: Nazism was culturally specific to Germany. Should we have ignored it?

Youth: I walked right into that one, didn’t I?

Desi: Yes, you did…

Youth: I started off pretty strong, though…

Desi: Yeahhh…not really.

(Both laugh.)

Desi: The system does all kinds of damage…

Youth: Ich Lieder dich…

Desi: Du liedst mich? Ha-ha…Baby, we need to work on your German!

Youth: What’d I say?

Desi (mocking, teasing, flirting.): “What’d I say?” (Laughing) Ich Lieder dich!

Youth: It means “I love you,” right?


(THEY both laugh…)